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20 years of solid groove

the waz experience

since the end of the 80ies, the waz exp. is one of the

leading djs of austrias house, lounge & wildstyle

scene. lots of domestic and international gigs

brought him to fame around europe.

 

 

 

 

dj stunts
- the music room "celine poulbot event" / london

- tantalise presents palava / birmingham

- biennale of landscape urbanism / tel aviv

- finca avedin / malaga

- mambo bar / ibiza

- planetarium / st. petersburg

- km4, ginger / sofia

- cubo / varna

- salad bowle / amsterdam

- bagno paradiso, longstreet bar, kitchen club / ch

- kugl, baracca / st.gallen

- maria, ostgut, lovelite, eschschloraque / berlin

- zwonulldrei / bremen

- capribar, wassergarten, goethe bunker, loveparade / essen

- hüftengold / mühlheim

- hundert meister / duisburg

- ratinger hof, salon de amateurs / düsseldorf

- tiefenrausch, liquid sky / cologne

- dome / lindau

- galerie gonzales / ravensburg

 ... and many more
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www.facebook.com/thewazexp

 
from 1987-1994 the waz experience performed in the "cosmic scene" between turino/italy, 

innsbruck/austria and munich/germany. it was during this period that martin wazac aka the 

waz exp. got involved with the "acid house & headz" movement that started to become 

popular in austria. in 1997, he relocated to vienna and released tracks on notable labels 

vienna scientists, musicpark, molar and spray records, as well as, contributed to the 

compilation series vienna vibrations and the politically motivated classic, electronic 

resistance. the waz exp. has also worked with artists, mc sultan (now known as 

dzihan&kamien), sin, martinek and co-founded the dubaware soundsystem, an austrian 

collective of musicians "containing groovy dub & house feelings, all served with a touch 

of oriental and unusual instruments". he also remixed "the smoker" available on 

architekturs debut album "travelogue" on burning bowl records.
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discography

- several remixes for italian & austrian cosmic dj`s

- first contact ep / glow rec.

- sunny (maxi & album) / glow rec.

- baba / molar Rec.

- brass, didge`n techno with H.delago and alex mayer

- GE jenbacher remixed / tyrolit remixed

- dubaware soundsystem (maxi & album) / musicpark rec.

- dubaware soundsystem 6020 (maxi) / medienkunst tirol

- leitbild 04 "chill factor"

- klangspuren "werksmusik"

- mix cd "fruitshake" / musicpark rec.

- and many more...

compilations
- obsession music festival "kick back"

- gazometertrax 6 "labyrinth of tunes"

- gazometertrax 7 "don`t rock"

- vienna scientists 1 " bang lassi"

- vienna scientists 2 "malasian guy"

- vienna scientists 3 "close your eyes"

- vienna vibrations 1 "preludium"

- vienna vibrations 2 "dancing and..."

- landing "lilith"

- electronic resistance "go with a flow"

- lychee "mainly green @ treibhaus"

  dubaware soundsystem feat. martin nitsch

- on the beach "linie k"

- on the beach 2 "easy"

- music for film "smokers funk"

- ibiza summer comp. 13 - hp.hoeger & dj waz - impact 23

- and many more...

remixes
- mc sultan "der bauch"

- hey rec. "herbst"

- sunshine club "work & life"

- le magreen "700 guitars"

- P2M philadelphy/martinek "change your mind"

- sin "devildivine diabolic" rmx

- dave lindbergh "musical hero" rmx

- martinek & the waz exp. "i dream of jeannie" rmx

- alex mayer & the waz exp. "do what..." resmoked rmx

- rob soelkner "cinco pesos" 2 rmx

- architekture "the smoker" resmoked rmx

- sentimental swingers “unemployed lover” rmx

- and many more...

soundtrack
- movie: erntedank "lilith"

- doku: "st. pölten-stadt der frauen"

- doku: "natur aus menschenhand"

- westbahn theater: “die bläue bleibt in etwa zu 52%”


